Learning Multi-Level Density Maps for Crowd Counting.
People in crowd scenes often exhibit the characteristic of imbalanced distribution. On the one hand, people size varies largely due to the camera perspective. People far away from the camera look smaller and are likely to occlude each other, whereas people near to the camera look larger and are relatively sparse. On the other hand, the number of people also varies greatly in the same or different scenes. This article aims to develop a novel model that can accurately estimate the crowd count from a given scene with imbalanced people distribution. To this end, we have proposed an effective multi-level convolutional neural network (MLCNN) architecture that first adaptively learns multi-level density maps and then fuses them to predict the final output. Density map of each level focuses on dealing with people of certain sizes. As a result, the fusion of multi-level density maps is able to tackle the large variation in people size. In addition, we introduce a new loss function named balanced loss (BL) to impose relatively BL feedback during training, which helps further improve the performance of the proposed network. Furthermore, we introduce a new data set including 1111 images with a total of 49,061 head annotations. MLCNN is easy to train with only one end-to-end training stage. Experimental results demonstrate that our MLCNN achieves state-of-the-art performance. In particular, our MLCNN reaches a mean absolute error (MAE) of 242.4 on the UCF_CC_50 data set, which is 37.2 lower than the second-best result.